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Etat de l'Art sur les Méthodes basées Vision enReprésentation, Segmentation et Reonnaissaned'AtionsRésumé : La reonnaissane d'ations est un problème important en visionpar ordinateur, ave de nombreuses appliations fondamentales en robotique,télé-surveillane, interation homme-mahine et indexation multimedia, entreautres. Le nombre de publiations sur e sujet augmente régulièrement dansles onférenes du domaine. Une grande variété d'approhes ont été dérites.Le but de e rapport est de dresser un état de l'art du domaine et de proposerune lassi�ation des approhes utilisées. Nous nous foalisons sur le problèmede la lassi�ation des ations faisant intervenir l'ensemble du orps, telles ques'asseoir, se lever, battre des mains, donner un oup de pied ou un oup depoing, et. Nous lassons les di�érentes approhes du problème en fontion desreprésentations spatiales et temporelles qu'elles donnent des ations; de la façondont elles permettent de segmenter les ations dans un �ux visuel ontinu; etde leur apaité à apprendre des modèles indépendants du point de vue.Mots-lés : reonnaissane d'ations, vision par ordinateur
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Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 41 IntrodutionAtion reognition is a very ative researh topi in omputer vision with manyimportant appliations, inluding human-omputer interfaes, ontent-basedvideo indexing, full-video searh, video surveillane, robotis, programming bydemonstration, among others. Historially, visual ation reognition has beendivided into sub-topis suh as gesture reognition (espeially hand gestures)for human-omputer interfaes [36, 122℄, faial expression reognition [204℄, andmovement behavior reognition for video surveillane [66℄. However full-bodyations usually inlude di�erent motions and require a uni�ed approah forreognition, enompassing faial ations, hand ations and feet ations.Ation reognition is the proess of naming ations, usually in the simpleform of an ation verb, using sensory observations. Tehnially, an ation is asequene of movements generated by a human agent during the performane of atask. As suh, it is a four-dimensional objet, whih may be further deomposedinto spatial and temporal parts. In this paper, we are only onerned with visualobservations, typially by means of one or more video ameras, but it should benoted that ations an of ourse also be reognized from other sensory hannels,inluding audio. An ation label is a name, suh that an average human agentan understand and perform the named ation. The task of ation reognitionis to name ations, i.e. determine the ation label that best desribes an ationinstane, even when performed by di�erent agents under di�erent viewpoints,and in spite of large di�erenes in manner and speed. A typial set-up for testingand evaluating ation reognition systems onsist in sending instrutions to theators, using simple ation verb imperatives, and to ompare them with thereognized ation names.To reah that goal, the various approahes typially employ a ombination ofvision and mahine learning tools. Vision tehniques attempt to extrat ationdisriminative features from the video sequenes, while providing appropriaterobustness to distrating ues. Mahine learning attempts to learn statistialmodels form those features, and to lassify new features based on the learnedmodels. Two issues whih are thereby of partiular importane are to dealwith hanging viewpoints and to segment the observed motions into semantimeaningful instanes of ations.Note that our de�nition of an ation is more restritive than the one pro-posed by Pinhanez [127℄ when he states that ations are sequenes of movementsperformed in a given ontext (action = context+movement), with the exampleof typing or playing piano whih involve the same quik movements of the �ngersin the di�erent ontexts of a omputer desk or a onert hall. For our purpose,they are one and the same ation of quikly moving one's �ngers, and this ationan be exeuted as part of di�erent tasks, suh as playing the piano or typing.The importane of ontext for visual ation reognition is the fous of an exel-lent reent survey on the meaning of ation [85℄. Here, we onentrate on thestruture of ation by reviewing vision-based tehniques that an be used foranalyzing, segmenting and lassifying movements in order to reognize ationsindependently of the task and ontext where it is performed.Generi ation reognition has already been surveyed in [25, 2, 49, 106, 107℄in the ontext of motion apture and body traking, and in [66℄ in the ontextof surveillane. High-level analysis of ativities was reently surveyed in [174℄.In ontrary, our survey fouses exlusively on ation reognition, and it is theRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 5

Figure 1: A typial data-�ow for generi ation reognition system omprisesinter-dependent stages of feature extration, learning, segmentation and lassi-�ation.�rst work investigating the three related issues of representing, segmenting andreognizing ations.Figure 1 illustrates the major omponents of a generi ation reognitionsystem and their typial arrangement.Feature extration is the main vision task in ation reognition and on-sist in extrating posture and motion ues from the video that are disrimi-native with respet to human ations. Very di�erent representations an beused, ranging from omplex body models to simple silhouette images. In eitherase, issues suh as person loation, robustness to partial olusion, bakgroundlutter, shadows and di�erent illumination need to be addressed. Further rep-resentations should provide some insensitivity to di�erent types of lothing andphysiques.Ation learning and lassi�ation are the steps of learning statistialmodels from the extrated features, and using those models to lassify new fea-ture observations. A major hallenge thereby is to deal with the large variabilitythat an ation lass an exhibit, in partiular if performed by di�erent subjetsof di�erent gender and size, and with di�erent speed and style. Ation ategorieswhih might seem learly de�ned to us, suh as kiking, punhing, or waving,for instane, an have very large variability when performed in pratie. It isthus a partiular hallenge to design an ation model, whih identi�es for eahation the harateristi attitudes, while maintaining appropriate adaptabilityto all forms of variations.Ation segmentation is neessary to ut streams of motions into singleation instanes that are onsistent to the set of initial training sequenes usedto learn the models. Closely related are the questions: how to hoose suhinitial segmentations; and is there something like an elementary voabulary ofprimitive motions in ation artiulation and pereption?Vision-based tehniques for representing, segmenting and reognizing humanations an be lassi�ed aording to many di�erent riteria, e.g. the bodyparts involved (faial expressions, hand gestures, upper-body gestures, full-bodygestures, et.); the seleted image features (interest points, landmarks, edges,optial �ow, et.); the lass of statistial models used for learning and reognition(nearest neighbors, disriminant analysis, Markov models, Bayesian networks,onditional random �elds, et.). The lassi�ation we have found to be theRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 6most useful is how the di�erent methods proposed in the literature representthe spatial and temporal struture of ations. Indeed, our analysis of the reentliterature in omputer vision reveals a large variety of approahes in both thetemporal and the spatial dimensions, whih an be summarized as follows. Inthe spatial domain, ation reognition an be based on global image features,aligned to the geometry of the sene or amera; or on parametri image features,aligned to the geometry of the human body; or on loal image features, withoutstruture. We review those three important lasses in Setion 2. In the temporaldomain, ation reognition an be based on global temporal signatures, suh asstaked features, that represent an entire ation from start to �nish; or ongrammatial models that represent how the moments of ations are organizedsequentially, usually with several states and transitions between those states;or on sparse and unstrutured observations, suh as isolated key-frames. Wereview those three important lasses in Setion 3. By ombining the three mainspatial lasses with the three main temporal lasses, we end up with a synoptilassi�ation of ation reognition into nine basi lasses, shown in Table 1.Additional di�ulties are introdued when we allow to observe ations fromdi�erent and hanging views. In suh unonstrained realisti settings a singlepose or motion an result in an almost in�nite number of possible observations.An appropriate representation needs thus to aount for suh hanges. To thisaim, view-independent approahes have been introdued. Beause of the im-portane of that issue and beause of the large variety of di�erent approahesthat have been proposed, we disuss those approahes in a separate setion.The paper is therefore organized as follows. First, we present a generaloverview of ation reognition methods, based on how they represent the spatialstruture of ations in Setion 2, and the temporal struture of ations in Setion3. Then, we review the speial topis of ation segmentation in Setion 4 andview-invariant ation reognition in Setion 5. We lose this survey with adisussion on available datasets and experimental evaluation.2 Spatial Ation RepresentationsWe begin this survey with a review of spatial representation used to disriminateations from visual data. As mentioned previously, a �rst step in ation reog-nition is the extration of image features that are disriminative with respetto posture and motion of the human body. Various representations have beensuggested. They mainly ontrast by the amount of high level information theyrepresent versus how e�ient they are to extrat in pratie. For the purposeof this survey, we lassify them into three main groups - body models, imagemodels, and unstrutured features. Body models are based on a parametri rep-resentation of the human body reovered from images using body-part detetionand traking. Image models, are based on dense image features omputed overa regular grid. Sparse features are based on sparse image features omputed atspeially deteted interest regions and loosely organized into a spatial bag-of-features.
RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 7
Table 1: Classi�ation of Ation Reognition Methods based on Spatial (vertialaxis) and Temporal Representations (horizontal axis). Only some of the morereent approahes are listed in eah ell.Parametri, Global, Loal,Ation Grammar Ation Template Bag of Features

Parametri,Bod
yModel Body Grammar Body Template Bag of Posturese.g. e.g. e.g.Wang[183℄, Kojima[84℄,Zhao[203℄, Park[121℄,Ramanan[133℄, Green[54℄,Nguyen[111℄,Guerra-Filho[57℄,Parameswaran[118℄,Peursum[125℄, Kitani[82℄,Lv[99℄, Wang[184℄, Ali[4℄,Ikizler[67℄, Moreny[108℄

Guo[58℄, Niyogi[114℄,Gavrila[47℄, Seitz[153℄,Yaoob[195℄, Ben-Arie[8℄,Rao[136℄, Gritai[55℄,Alon[5℄, Sheikh[156℄,Yilmaz[200℄, Shen[157℄ �

Global,ImageM
odel Image Grammar Image Template Bag of Keyramese.g. e.g. e.g.Brand[17℄, Elgammal[35℄,Cuzzolin[28℄, Ogale[116℄,Robertson[138℄,Sminhisesu[161℄,Ahmad[3℄, Lv[100℄,Turaga[176℄,Weinland[187℄,Natarajan[110℄,Vitaladevuni[180℄

Pierobon[126℄, Roh[141℄,Weinland[190℄, Kim[81℄,Laptev[89℄, Meng[105℄,Wang[181℄, Farhadi[37℄,Fathi[39℄, Holte[64℄,Jia[72℄, Jiang[73℄,Junejo[76℄,Rodriguez[139℄,Souvenir[164℄, Yan[197℄ Carlsson[24℄, Efros[33℄,Jhuang[71℄, Thurau[169℄,Wang[185℄, Shindler[149℄,Weinland[186℄, Zhang[202℄

Loal,SpatialBa
gofFeatures Feature Grammar Feature Template Bag of ST-Featurese.g. e.g. e.g.Shi[158℄ Laptev[86℄, Ke[80℄ Shuldt[151℄, Boiman[16℄,Dollar[32℄, Niebles[112℄,Ikizler[68℄, Niebles[113℄,Nowozin[115℄,Sovanner[152℄,Wong[193℄, Filipovyh[42℄,Gilbert[51℄, Klaser[83℄,Laptev[87℄, Liu[96℄
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Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 8

Figure 2: Illustration of moving light displays, taken from [74℄. Johanssonshowed that humans an reognize ations merely from the motion of a fewlight displays attahed to the human body. Awaiting publisher permission2.1 Body modelsIn this setion, we review methods that represent the spatial struture of ationswith referene to the human body. In eah frame of the observed video stream,the pose of a human body is reovered from a variety of available image fea-tures, and ation reognition is performed based on suh pose estimates. Thisis an intuitive and biologially-plausible approah to ation reognition, whihis supported by psyhophysial work on visual interpretation of biologial mo-tion [74℄.Johansson showed that humans an reognize ations merely form the mo-tion of a few moving light displays (MLD) attahed to the human body (Figure2). Over several deades his experiments inspired approahes in ation reog-nition, whih used similar representations based on motion of landmark pointson the human body. His experiments were also origin of the unresolved ontro-versy on whether humans atually reognize ations diretly from 2D motionpatterns, or whether they �rst ompute a 3D reonstrution from the motion ofthe patterns. The observation that upside-down reordings of MLDs are usuallynot reognized by humans an be interpreted as evidene for the presene of astrong prior model in human pereption [166, 52℄, i.e. humans expet peoplewalking upright and an not easily adapt to strong transformations.In the ontext of mahine vision, the two approahes have been advoated,resulting in two main lasses of methods [107℄: 1) reognition by reonstrutionof 3D body models and 2) diret reognition from 2D body models.Reognition by reonstrution divides the task of ation reognition intwo well separate stages - a motion apture stage whih estimate a 3D model ofthe human body, typially represented as a kinemati joint model; and an ationreognition stage whih operates on joint trajetories. Two major di�ultiesare the large number of degrees-of-freedoms of the human body and the highvariability of their shapes. As a result, a parametri model of the human bodymust be arefully seleted and alibrated to support ation reognition andgeneralization. A large variety of parametri models have been proposed over theyears and we an only mention some of them. See Figure 3 for some examples.RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 9In their early theoretial work on representation of three dimensional shapes[102℄, Marr and Nishihara proposed a body model onsisting of a hierarhyof ylindrial primitives, see Figure 3 a). Suh a model was later adopted byseveral so alled top-down approahes, e.g. [63, 142℄. Top down refers hereto approahes that use a 3D model in a generative framework, i.e. 3D bodymodels are generated by sampling from the searh spae of joint on�gurations,projeted into 2D, and mathed against the observation. A more general bodymodel based on super-quadris was used in the multiview approah [47℄. Evenmore �exible is the model used in [54℄, whih approximates body parts in 3Dthrough a textured spline model. In [133, 67℄ a bottom-up approah is used,whih �rst traks body parts in 2D, using retangular appearane pathes, andthen lifts the traked 2D on�guration into 3D, see Figure 3 ).Markerless motion apture is a di�ult problem in itself, whih has beenreviewed in other surveys [49, 45, 106, 107, 131℄ and workshops [61℄. MOCAPtehniques whih require speial markers attahed to the human have also beenused for ation reognition. For instane, Campbell et al. ompute a jointmodel from 14 marker points attahed to a ballet daner's body [22℄, see Figure3 b). Instead of reovering kinemati joint on�gurations, several approahesdiretly work on the trajetories of 3D anatomial landmarks, e.g. head andhand trajetories [21, 19, 192℄.Diret reognition approahes work from 2D models of the human body,i.e. labeled body parts, without lifting these into 3D. Common 2D represen-tations are stik �gures and 2D anatomial landmarks similar to Johansson'sMLDs. For instane, Goddard et al. [53℄ investigate the use of MLDs for ationreognition. Guo et al. [58℄ reover a 2D stik �gure from the skeleton of aperson's silhouette, see Figure 3 f). Niyogi et al. detet a stik �gure from thespae-time volume spanned by an image sequene of a walking person [114℄.Other diret reognition approahes use oarse 2D body representations basedon blobs and pathes. For instane [165℄ detets the hands of a person faing theamera using skin tone based olor segmentation, and traks these over time.Hand and head trajetories have been also used in [19℄, see Figure 3 d). [195℄represents eah limb trough a planar path, and traks these using optial �ow.[20℄ lusters the human body into a gaussian mixture, based on gradient olorand texture values, and models the evolution of the mixture omponents overtime.To onlude this setion, we should note that �nding body parts and esti-mating parametri body models from images remains an unresolved problem,independent of the model used (2D or 3D). Even ommerial MOCAP systemsusing speial markers attahed to the body rely on heavy user interation, whihmakes them unsuitable for reognition tasks, exept in very speial ases suhas automati annotation of MOCAP data for �lm produtions [6℄.Monoular, marker-less MOCAP, whih is typially based on di�ult non-onvex optimizations, is highly prone to suh issues as false initialization, onver-gene to loal optima, or non-reovery from failure. Reent methods [143, 161, 1℄use strong prior learning to redue suh issues by assuming partiular types ofativities, walking or running for instane, and thus by imposing strong on-straints on the type of possible body on�guration. Suh prior models heneredue the searh spae of possible poses onsidered, whih however limits theirappliation to ation reognition [203, 124℄.RR n° 7212
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(a)
(b)
()

(d)
(e)

(f)Figure 3: Model based posture representations: (a) hierarhial 3D model basedon ylindrial primitives [103℄; (b) ballet daner with markers attahed to body[22℄; () body model based on retangular pathes [133℄; (d) blob model [19℄; (e)2D marker trajetories [200℄; (f) stik �gure [58℄. Awaiting publisher permission
RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 112.2 Image modelsIn this setion, we review global, image-based representations of ations, alsosometimes alled holisti representations, whih do not require the detetion andlabeling of individual body parts. They only need to detet a region of interest(ROI) entered around the person. In most ases, features are then omputeddensely on a regular grid bounded by the deteted region. As a general term,we all suh a representation an image model of ation. See Figure 4 for someexamples.Image models an be muh simpler than parametri body models. As a re-sult, they an be omputed more e�iently and robustly. Paradoxially, theyhave also been shown to be just as disriminative as body models with respetto many lasses of ations, when used in ombination with temporal represen-tations suh as grammars or templates (see following setion).A typial image model is presented by Darell et al. [30℄, where images ofhand gestures are diretly orrelated, without feature extration. Their workassumes however a stati blak bakground. In most other ases, bakgroundsubtration and feature extration must be performed in a pre-proessing stage.An important lass of image models uses silhouettes and ontours of thehuman agent performing the ation, As a good example, the seminal works onHMMs for ation reognition by Yamato et al. [196℄, uses silhouette imagesquantized into super-pixels, eah pixel ounting the ratio of blak and whitepixels within its underlying region, as features. A similar representation is alsoused in [181℄, see Figure 4 a) and b). In [11℄ silhouettes are integrated over timein so alled motion history images (MHI) and motion energy images (MEI), seeFigure 6 a). In [104℄ a similar representation is derived based on an in�niteimpulse response �lter. [105℄ proposes the use of a hierarhial MHI. [190℄ompute 3D motion history volumes by lifting silhouettes from multiple viewobservations into 3D visual hulls, see Figure 6 b). [10℄ work on the spae-timevolume spanned by a silhouette sequene over time, see Figure 6 ). Similarly[199℄ work on a spae-time shape, whih is omputed by traking a personsontour over time. [116℄ uses key-frames silhouettes in an HMM and mathesthem via phase orrelation. [137℄ reognize ations from a ondensation �lterwhih uses a spline ontours to model the evolution of a person outline overtime, see Figure 4 ). [24℄ ompute ation harateristi key-frames from shapesderived from anny edge �ltered images.One way to deal with noisy silhouettes, e.g. in outdoor senes where exatbakground segmentation is di�ult, is to use the hamfer distane [48℄ as forinstane in [35, 186℄. Mathing of noisy silhouettes an also be made more robustby using phase orrelation [116℄, by staking the spae-time volume spanned bysilhouette images over time [10, 199℄, or by using shape ontext desriptors[100, 162, 202℄.As demonstrated by many of the above mentioned approahes, silhouettesprovide strong ues for ation reognition, and moreover have the advantagesof being insensitive to olor, texture, and ontrast hanges. On the downside,silhouette base representations fail in deteting self-olusions, and depend ona robust bakground segmentation.A seond important lass of image models uses dense optial �ow extratedfrom onseutive images to represent the movements of human agents perform-ing an ation. An early example of using optial �ow for ation reognition isRR n° 7212
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(a)
(b) ()

(d)
(e)Figure 4: Global posture representations: (a) Silhouettes of tennis strokes [196℄;(b) silhouettes pixels aumulated in regular grid [181℄; () spline ontours [137℄;(d) optial �ow magnitude aumulated in regular grid [130℄; (e) optial �owsplit into diretional omponents, then blurred [33℄. Awaiting publisher permis-sion
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Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 13given by Polana and Nelson [128℄, where they ompute temporal-textures, i.e.�rst and seond order statistis based on the diretion and magnitude of normal�ow, to reognize events suh as motion of trees in wind or turbulent motion ofwater. In [130℄ Polana and Nelson propose features for human ation reogni-tion based on �ow magnitudes aumulated in a regular grid of non-overlappingbins, see Figure 4 d). Another early approah whih uses optial �ow is pro-posed by Cutler and Turk [27℄, where the optial �ow �eld is lustered into aset of motion blobs, and motion, size, and position of those blobs are used asfeatures for ation reognition.More reently, Efros et al. [33℄ split the optial �ow �eld into four di�erentsalar �elds (orresponding to the negative and positive, horizontal and vertialomponent of the �ow), see Figure 4 e), whih are separately mathed. Thisrepresentation was also used in [138, 185℄.In the works [79, 89, 39℄, the adaboost-based Viola�Jones fae detetor isextended to ation reognition by replaing the retangular image features withstatio-temporal ubes omputed over optial �ow.Flow based representations do not depend on bakground subtration, whihmakes them more pratial than silhouettes in many settings, beause they donot require bakground models. On the downside, they rely on the assumptionthat image di�erenes an be explained as a result of movement, rather thanhanges in material properties, lighting, et.Another important lass of image features is based on gradients. Gradientbased features beame in partiular popular in onjuntion with sparse SIFT-likerepresentations (see next setion). There are however also several approaheswhih employ gradients globally. [201℄ ompute gradient �elds in XY T diretionand represent eah frame through the histogram over those gradients. Also theHOG desriptor, whih has been very suessfully applied to person and objetdetetion [29℄, has been used for ation reognition [170℄. Instead of omputinga single gradient histogram per frame, the HOG desriptor divides the imagegrid into regular spaed overlapping bloks, and omputes a histogram withineah of those bloks.Gradient features share many properties with optial �ow features: they donot depend on bakground subtration, but likewise are sensitive to materialproperties, textures, and lighting, et. In ontrast to optial �ow, gradients aredisriminative for both moving and non-moving parts, whih has advantagesas well as disadvantages. For instane stati non moving body parts an alsoprovide important ues for an ation, but might be easily onfused with statiobjet in the bakground with strong gradients. Reently several works demon-strated superior results by ombining gradients and �ows [89, 87℄, or silhouettesand �ow [173℄.The last lass of image models whih we disuss, is based on the neurosien-ti�ally inspired HMAX approah [154℄. For instane the approahes [71, 149℄ombine Gabor �lters and optial �ow in a max-pooling sheme, to simulate thebasi stimulus-response funtions of a virtual ortex. Beause low-frequenyGabor �lters an have very similar shapes than oriented gradient �lters, bothprovide similar ues. Yet by using higher-order Gabor �lters, additional in-formation an be introdued, whih however also leads to a strong inrease inomputational time.As explained earlier, image models of ations result in strong simpli�ationsompared to parametri body models. One important onsequene is that theyRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 14are very sensitive to variations in the view diretion of the amera and bodysizes of the agent performing the ation. It is thus important to aount forsuh variation, either through a large number of di�erent template instanes, orby using suitable features and mathing funtions that are insensitive to suhtransformations. While holisti approahes have been applied to senarios ofmany di�erent kind, they are sometimes advoated as being espeially usefulfor distant-views and oarse representations, e.g. the "30-pixel man" in Efroset al. [33℄.Nonetheless, image-based representations have been used by many approahesof very di�erent kinds. As previously stated, they are more easily extrated thanbody models while still providing useful ues on ations. Nevertheless, most ofthe urrent approahes in this lass are based on strong assumptions that needto be addressed in future work. In partiular many approahes assume that aROI around a person, possibly even bakground subtrated, is provided by aprevious proessing stage. Consequently, these approahes strongly depend onthe progress in related �elds suh as person detetion and traking. Also, mostapproahes only operate on fully visible bodies and do not investigate how toadapt global models to partial observations, e.g. oluded bodies or lose-upviews. Note anyway that video surveillane adapts well to these assumptionssine far-views are frequent. Moreover, in suh appliations additional sensors,inluding time-of-�ight ameras, sonars and tags, an alleviate poor bakgroundsubtration or poor motion analysis.2.3 Sparse featuresIn this setion, we review loal representations of ation whih deompose theimage/video into smaller interest regions and desribe eah region as a separatefeature. Unlike body model-based representations, the resulting interest regionsare, however, not linked to ertain body parts or even image oordinates. In-stead, ations are reognized based on the statistis of those sparse featuresin the image. An immediate advantage of those approahes is that they nei-ther rely on expliit body part labeling, nor on expliit human detetion andloalization.Reently, so alled spae-time interest points [86, 32℄ beame popular, drivenby the suess of interest points and loal desriptors [44, 60, 150, 98℄ in objetreognition and image lassi�ation. Suh image lassi�ation approahes aretypially based on bottom up strategies, whih �rst detet interest points in theimage, mostly at orner or blob like strutures, and then assign eah region to aset of preseleted voabulary-features. Image lassi�ation redues then to om-putations on so alled bag of words, i.e. histograms that ount the ourrene ofthe voabulary-features within an image. Similar interest detetors have beenproposed by [86℄ and later by [32℄, see Figure 5, to loate informative regionsin the spae-time volumes spanned by video sequenes. Typially, for eah de-teted loation a ompat vetor desriptions [86, 32, 152℄ of the surroundingspae-time uboid is formed and assigned to a set of preseleted voabulary-features. Generally there are many analogies between these approahes and theuse of SIFT-desriptors [98℄ in objet reognition.The work [86℄ originally extend Harris orner detetion [60℄ and automatisale seletion [93℄ to 3D spae and time. The voabulary features used in thiswork are the responses to a set of point-entered and sale-adapted higher orderRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 15

(a) (b)Figure 5: Loal posture representations: (a) Spae-time interest points in [86℄are omputed at points of high spatiotemporal variation ("spatiotemporal or-ners"). (b) Spatio-temporal features in [32℄ are designed to be more responsivethen the former spae-time interest points. Awaiting publisher permissiongradient �lters. This work was extended to BOW and SVM lassi�ation in [151℄and applied to the meanwhile very well known KTH dataset. [32℄ proposed analternative interest point detetor based on a quadrature pair of 1D Gabor �ltersapplied temporally and spatially. This work also introdues several SIFT-like[98℄ spae-time desriptors based on loal PCA and histogramming of gradient,�ow, or brightness values. In [112℄ an unsupervised approah to learning ationsfrom sparse features is proposed using probabilisti latent semanti analysis [62℄.Another interest point detetor is proposed in [193℄, where an image sequene isdeomposed into spatial omponents and motion omponents using non-negativematrix fatorization (NMF). Interest points are then independently deteted in2D spatial and 1D motion spae using di�erene of gaussian (DoG) detetors.A pratial advantage of interest-point approahes is that the detetion ofthe agent need not be performed expliitly for the omputation of the spae-time features. The deteted interest points need to show some onsistenyfor similar observations, but usually they an also aount for some outliers.On the downside, the deteted features are usually unordered and of variablesize, and onsequently modeling geometrial and temporal struture is di�ultwith spae-time features. Many approahes stik therefore with the previouslymentioned spatial bags of features representation, whih desribes sequenessimply through histograms of feature ourrenes, hene without modeling anygeometrial struture between the feature loations.Bag-of-feature modeling beame prominent in image lassi�ation for at-egorization of objets lasses, suh as biyles, ars, and hairs for example.In these settings, disarding global strutural information an be even advan-tageous, as it results in proper insensitivity to interlass variations and viewtransformations. It is however arguable whether suh insensitivity to struturalinformation is advantageous for ation reognition, where we are onerned witha single objet ategory, the human body, yet with detailed knowledge about itsinterlass on�guration. Some approahes [113, 194, 42℄ use graphial modelswith hidden variables for the position of pathes to add strutural information tothe loal features. In [51℄ so alled ompound features are proposed, whih anbe seen as some kind of super features taking into aount the relative positionsRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 16of several features in a neighborhood. Another possibility to add strutural in-formation is to divide the image spae into several loal BOW histograms. Forinstane the approah [87℄ omputes loal features not only at deteted interestpoints, but densely over a spae-time volume. BOWs histograms are then om-puted at multiple positions and sales following a pyramid representation [90℄.Though based on loal features, suh an approah shares as well many of theproperties of global image representations suh as HOG and HMAX (Setion2.2).Other interesting issues with BOW based approahes are: how to selet asmall but disriminative voabulary [96℄, and how to ombine di�erent types offeatures, e.g. sparse features and silhouette based features [95℄.Finally it is also important to mention, that although most of the previousapproahes ompute SIFT-like histograms over ubes in 3D spae and time, thegradients used in the histograms are nevertheless mostly only 2D spatial. Infat, �nding a uniform quantization for vetors on a 3D sphere is a well knownproblem, whih was reently addressed by several papers [152, 83℄ in the ontextof deriving 3D SIFT desriptors for ation reognition.Though the majority of sparse feature representations is based on the pre-viously disussed extensions of SIFT, several other sparse/loal representationshave been proposed. In [80℄ loal pathes are omputed from an olor-basedover-segmentation of the spae-time volume. Loosely spatial relations betweenthe resulting segments are then learned via pitorial strutures [43, 40℄, and usedfor mathing ations. Also the approah in [16℄ is based on the idea of learningpathes and a loosely spatial on�guration of those pathes. Even more radial,this approah does not identify pathes via segmentation or feature detetors,but searhes instead over all possible images path on�gurations of a given size.In summary, sparse features have reently drawn a lot of attention in theation reognition ommunity, probable beause they provide many of the ad-vantages that showed suessful for stati objet reognition, and beause theyare easily and straightforward applied to di�ult senes, e.g. movies or videolips from the internet, that evidently will be very di�ult to use with the otherkinds of spatial desriptors, i.e. body models and image features. They areless a�eted by olusions than global features, and they provide some viewinvariane to a�ne transformations. Moreover, they an be used without priorneed for person detetion and bakground subtration. There are however manyremaining issues in onjuntion with those features, whih need to be addressedin future works. For instane it is not lear whether they an be used withoutperson detetion in senes ontaining multiple persons. Also, they depend on ro-bust detetion of the interest points, and onsequently seem to work partiularlywell with fast and periodi motions that provide a lot of reproduible spae-timeorners, yet it is less obvious how to robustly detet interest points from smoothand monotoni motions. Finally, and as disussed previously, another open is-sue with those features is how to e�iently add global spatial onstraints in tothe BOW omputation.3 Temporal Ation RepresentationsIn the previous setion we disussed the di�erent kind of image features thatan be extrated from a video sequene to represent the spatial struture ofRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 17ations. We will now desribe the di�erent representations that an be usedto learn the temporal struture of ations from suh features. As a result, wefurther lassify approahes to ation reognition, based on how they express thetemporal omponent of the observations. We distinguish between three mainategories of representations: grammars are expliit models of the dynamisof ations, whih model time as part of the observation, typially through aset of �nite states and temporal transitions between these states; templates areimpliit models of the dynamis of ation, where time is frozen into ompletetemporal bloks of observations; keyframes are isolated moments of ations thatan be used for reognition without taking into aount the temporal relationsbetween them.3.1 GrammarsThe approahes disussed in this setion represent an ation as a sequene ofmoments, eah with their own appearane and dynamis. The hoie of dynamimodel is generally independent from the type of features used, e.g. a body model(Setion 2.1) or image model (Setion 2.2). A ommon way to approximate adynamial system over feature observations is to group features into similaron�gurations, i.e. states, and to learn temporal transition funtions betweenthese states. Suh models fall generally into the lass of state-spae or graphialmodels, whih are best desribed as probabilisti grammars.Among the versatile probabilisti grammars used for ation reognition themost prominent is ertainly the hidden Markov model (HMM) [132℄. The HMMame in partiular to fame beause of its great suess in the speeh and naturallanguage proessing ommunity. A HMM model of ation is typially a proba-bilisti �nite state mahine with a single state variable for the moments of theation (e.g. preparation, start, middle and end). State transitions follow theMarkovian assumption, i.e. the state at time t only depends on its diretly pre-eding state at time t−1. Usually, a separate grammar is learned for eah ationlass, and an use all types of spatial representations as input observations, i.e.body models, image models and sparse features, together or in isolation.The �rst work on ation reognition using HMMs is probably that of Yamatoet al. [196℄, where a disrete HMM is used to represent sequenes over a set ofvetor quantized silhouette features of tennis footage, see Figure 4 a). Starneret al. [165℄ use a ontinuous HMM for reognition of Amerian sign language.Wilson and Bobik [191℄ are reognizing hand gestures using a HMM. Bregler[20℄ learns a kind of swithing-state HMM over a set of autoregressive models,eah approximating linear motions of blobs in the video frame.There are many other approahes using HMMs, to name a few: Brand [17℄investigated how a HMM an be learned in one spae, e.g. parametri bodyposes, and mapped to another, e.g. 2D silhouette observation. Wang et al.propose a distane measure between HMMs for unsupervised lustering of ges-tures. Green and Guan, use HMMs for temporal segmentation of gymnastisfootage. Ogale et al. [116℄ learn HMMs over luster of key-frame silhouettes,whih observe ations from di�erent viewpoints. Lv and Nevatia [99℄ use HMMsas week lassi�ers in an adaboost based ation reognition approah.HMMs are purely sequential models of ation, whih severely limits theiruse for full-body ation reognition, where the di�erent body parts may moveindependently and in parallel. Various extensions to the more general lassRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 18of dynami Bayesian networks (DBN) [50℄ have been proposed to overomethis limitation. Brand et al. [19℄ learn oupled HMMs to model interationsbetween several state variables. They use a two state oupled HMM to reognizeinterations between left and right hand motions during Tai Chi exerises. Parket al. [121℄ use a omplex DBN to model interations between two persons, suhas hugging, handshaking, and punhing for instane. Peursum et al. [125℄ modelinterations between people and objets in their work using Bayesian networks.N'Guyen et al. [111℄ propose to use hierarhial HMMs for ativity reognition.Lv and Nevatia [100℄ and Weinland et al. [187℄ extend HMMs with expliitlatent states for view point, to model ations seen from arbitrary views in asingle model.A less obvious limitation of HMMs is that they are generative models ofations, whih rely on simplifying statistial assumptions for omputing thejoint probability of the states and the observed features, whereas a more generaldisriminative model may better predit the onditional probability of the statesgiven the observed features. As a result, several authors have investigated theuse of disriminative models of ations.Sminhisesu et al. [161℄ proposes to use Conditional Random Fields (CRF)instead of HMMs. CRFs are disriminative Markov models whih an use non-independent features and observations overs time (ontrary to the HMM as-sumption). Furthermore, CRF parameters an be trained to maximize thedisriminative power of the lassi�er, rather than the joint probability of thetraining examples. Modeling sub-strutures within ations is, however, not asstraightforward with a CRF as with a HMM. The original CRF framework pro-posed in [161℄ only modeled dynamis between separate ations instanes, butnot within single ations. More reent works [182, 108, 181℄ overome this issueby using hierarhial layers of latent variables. A CRF approah whih expliitlyinorporates variables for unknown viewpoint, similar to the HMM approahes[100, 187℄, is proposed in [110℄.Other dynami models that have been used for ation reognition are: autoregressive models [20, 137, 9℄, ontext-free grammars [69, 117℄, general state-spae approahes [14℄, time delayed neural networks [198℄, feature-strutures[84, 169℄, and Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds[175℄. Ali et al. [4℄ take a moreradial path by making the laim that the dynamial proesses involved inhuman ation are intrinsially non-linear and non-Markovian. Instead, theypropose to model the human body as a haoti system, to disover the truetype of inherent dynamis in a supervised fashion.A strong advantage of grammars and state-spae models is their high degreeof modularity. This makes them suitable for generalizing over large variationsin ating speeds and styles. Grammars are also ompositional, i.e. grammarmodels of primitive ations an also serve as smaller voabulary units to buildlarger networks of omplex ations [67℄, and similarly, omplex models an beused to segment sequenes into smaller units [18, 54, 123℄, as disussed more indetail in Setion 4.3. Parameters of probabilisti grammars an also be learnedquite e�iently, using small numbers of labeled examples in supervised mode,or large numbers of non-labeled examples in non-supervised mode. But thestruture of probabilisti grammars must usually be hosen manually (see Kitaniet al. [82℄ for an notable exeption). As a result, learning and evaluation ofgrammar-based ation reognition remains an outstanding problem with largenumbers of ations lasses.RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 193.2 TemplatesInstead of representing features and dynamis expliitly and separately in alayered model, some methods enode the dynamis impliitly by diretly learn-ing the appearane of omplete temporal bloks of features - whih we alltemplates. Typially, template-based approahes diretly represent dynamisthrough example sequenes, either by staking features from several frames intoa single feature vetor, or by extrating features from the n-dimensional spae-time volume spanned by a sequene over time, see also Figure 6. Though mostof the approahes that use templates are based on image models, suh as [10℄and [199℄ that build templates by staking multiple silhouette images into asingle volumetri representation, they an also be used with parametri models,e.g. [58, 114, 195, 136, 55, 5℄, or even loal representations [80℄.Templates are typially omputed over long sequenes of frames, and shouldnot be onfused with spatio-temporal features or optial �ow (Setion 2.2 and2.3), whih are omputed over small time windows (typially 2-4 frames) andserve as omponents of other ation lassi�ers, i.e. grammars, templates orkeyframes. The seminal work on ation templates is that of Bobik et al. [11℄,who build a motion history image (MHI) by mapping suessive frames of sil-houette sequenes into a single image, see Figure 6 a), and extrat Hu-moments[65℄ from this representation. MHIs are generally similar to a depth map om-puted from a spae-time volume. MHIs have been later extended to motionhistory volumes (MHVs) [188℄, see Figure 6 b), by using visual hulls omputedfrom multi view sequenes instead of the 2D silhouettes used in the originalwork.Templates are usually �xed-size vetor representations, whih makes themstraightforward to implement in ombination with most stati lassi�ation teh-niques. Often simple nearest-neighbor assignment or naive Bayes lassi�ationare used in experiments. Contrary to grammars and state-transition models,templates annot represent variations in time, speed, and ation style throughspeial variables. Variations are instead impliitly represented through large setsof example sequenes, making the lassi�ation problem more di�ult. In thoseases, advaned statial learning methods have been proposed: for instane [58℄map joint oordinate sequenes onto a low frequeny Fourier representation andlassify the resulting omponents using a neural network. [105℄ proposes toextend MHIs to hierarhial MHIs and lassi�es those using a support vetormahine lassi�er. The works [89, 79, 39℄ all share the idea of �rst omputing a�ow based spatio-temporal volume, and then using the adaboost lassi�er to se-let uboid based weak lassi�ers within that volume, similar to the retangularfeatures of the well known Viola Jones fae detetor [179℄.To deal with ations with variable durations, an additional normalizationstep may be neessary to ensure that the resulting feature vetors have the samedimension, or the more advaned dynami time warping (DTW) [147℄ may beused. Darrell et al. [30℄ orrelate observations frames against a set of learnedpose templates, and math the resulting sequenes of orrelation sores usingDTW. [114℄ and [47℄ use DTW to math sequenes of joint model on�gurations.[178℄ propose a DTW method for ation reognition that allows better modelingof variations within model sequenes. Note that DTW is in fat a very simplegrammar, where eah frame represents a separate state.RR n° 7212
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(a)
(b)
()Figure 6: Spae-time representations: (a) motion energy images (MEI) andmotion history images (MHI) [13℄; (b) motion history volumes (MHV) [188℄; ()spae-time shapes [10℄. Awaiting publisher permission
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Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 21Instead of using multiple templates in a onventional lassi�er, [139℄ proposesto build a single template from a olletion of templates using a MACH �lter,whih an then simply be orrelated with new observations sequenes.Other important examples of ation templates use Fourier or wavelet repre-sentations in the temporal domain, [129, 94℄. Trajetories of body parts or imagefeatures an be also used as templates. For instane, [101℄ introdue templatesof body feature trajetories after traking over extended time sequenes.In summary, template based representations of very di�erent kind have beenproposed. Generally they are e�etive and disriminative ation representations,and in partiular attrative beause they straightforward integrate with pow-erful stati lassi�ers suh as SVMs or adaboost. Arguably they are more dis-riminative than Grammars, beause they simultaneously onstrain spae anddynamis, instead of independently treating them on separated layers. Theirglobal harateristi makes them however more di�ult adapt to new observa-tions that were not expliitly represented in the training set, e.g. variationsin ation performane or missing observations beause of olusions. Also indi�erene to grammars they do not provide internal mehanisms for automatitemporal segmentation (see Setion 4.3), and therefore mostly use the moreexpensive sliding window based searh (Setion 4.2) for �nding good segmenta-tions.3.3 KeyframesIn ontrast to previous referenes, some approahes do not attempt to modelthe dynamis of ation at all. Instead, they attempt to reognize ations fromisolated, harateristi key-frames or with other time-independent measures suhas frequeny of feature ourrene over time for instane.While possibly not pratial with all kinds of ations, these approahes havereently made a onvining ase that they an be quite e�etive. An immediatebene�t of suh representations is a drasti redution in the omplexity and inthe sensitivity to temporal variations suh as exat length and speed of ations.Another advantage of those methods is that they sometime an even reognizeations from still images, whih the human visual system seems to do easilyand onsistently. Reent methods attempt to emulate this apability by usingpowerful stati mathing tehniques to ompensate for the lak of motion in-formation, whih is of ourse an important ue for ation reognition, both byhumans and mahines, as demonstrated in [74℄.Carlsson and Sullivan [24℄ introdue the use of key-frames, i.e. a singleharateristi frames of an ation, to reognize forehand and bakhand strokesin tennis reordings. The term key-frame omes originally from animation and�lmmaking, where key frames de�ne start and ending point of a smooth motion.Mathing in [24℄ is based on a sophistiated point to point mathing betweenedge �ltered images, to measure the deformation of a edge template with respetto the image observation.An interesting attempt was made in [149℄ whih does not use a single frame,but very short snippets of frames, and tries to answer the question of how manyframes are required to perform ation reognition?Time independent representations are also important for ation/event reog-nition from single imagery, i.e. photographs. [92℄ present an approah thatombines di�erent visual ues in a generative model to reognize sport events inRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 22stati imagery, e.g. badminton, snowboarding, sailing, et.. Another approahfor unsupervised disovery of ation lasses from single images is proposed in[184℄.Besides single stati images, sequenes an be also enoded without takingtemporal relations into aount. Histogram tehniques, i.e. the so alled bagsof words approahes, have been used to represent sequenes simply base on thefrequeny of feature ourrene e.g. [151, 32, 152, 185℄. The biologially mo-tivated system of [71℄ uses a di�erent tehnique with feature vetors omputedas maximum math responses to a set of prototypes. Similarly, Weinland etal. [186℄ use an exemplar-based embedding, whih represents a sequenes via itsminimum distanes to a set of prototypes.An extension to BOW based on "temporal binning", to expliitly take someshort-time temporal ordering of visual words into aount is proposed in [115℄.Another possibility to add some temporal onstraints to BOW based on so-alledspatial-temporal orrelograms was proposed in [148℄.Clearly, time independent representations an't be applied to disriminateall kind of ations, e.g. two ations that share similar poses but in di�erenttemporal order. They are mostly interesting beause they are often simple ande�ient to omputed, and further time independeny results in insensitivity tovariations in time sale, e.g. length and speed of an ation.In summary, there is growing interest in using time-independent represen-tations, and in partiular the BOW approah. This is partially imposed bythe reent trend in using sparse features, whih simply seem to work best withsuh a simpli�ed representation � or at least up to now, no more e�ient wayof integrating them over time has been found. Nonetheless, and in partiularfor modeling small atomi motions, dynami free representations have powerfulproperties, suh as being e�ient to ompute, insensitive to timesale variation,and nevertheless very disriminative, whih makes them as well attrative in amore general ontext.4 Ation SegmentationIn the �rst two setions of this survey, we have mostly been onerned withapproahes that extrat visual features from video streams and ombine themin spae and in time for making a deision on what ations are present in thevideo. In many ases, those approahes are illustrated with results obtainedusing segmented video lips eah showing a single ation from start to �nish,both for training and testing. But an the two tasks of ation segmentationand ation reognition really be performed separatel? There appears to be verylittle evidene from neurosiene on how motion segmentation and reognitioninterat in the human visual system. From a omputational point of view, itis of ourse bene�ial to segment the video stream before applying reognition,sine labeling a segment is muh more e�ient than labeling all subsegments ina stream. But this raises the di�ult issue of �nding a generi voabulary ofparts of ations, and generi methods for breaking video streams into the or-responding segments. In pratie, this appears to be a problem no less di�ultthan ation reognition itself, espeially when working with arbitrary views.We start by disussing di�erent methods used for temporal segmentation.We lassify those methods into three broad lasses. Boundary detetion meth-RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 23ods expliitly searh for features whih haraterize start and end points ofations. Suh boundaries an be haraterized for example as disontinuities orextrema in aeleration, veloities, and urvature. Sliding window methods areapproahes that evaluate the learned lassi�ers for all possible segments undera sliding window, and detet segments by searhing for peaks in the result-ing reognition sores. Compositional approahes are methods whih build uprepresentations for sequenes of ations, using higher-level grammars to modeltransitions between individual ation lasses, and dynami programming teh-niques to identifying the best possible path through those models. We losethis setion with a short disussion of methods whih attempt to build a vo-abulary of generi ation primitives to simultaneously solve the problems ofsegmentation and reognition.4.1 Boundary DetetionA ommon strategy for reognizing ations is to use a generi segmentationmethod based on deteting motion boundaries, then separately lassify the re-sulting segments. As mentioned earlier, motion boundaries are typially de�nedas disontinuities and extrema in aeleration, veloities, or urvature of theobserved motions. The hoie of boundaries thus impliitly results in a basimotion taxonomy.An early paper by Marr and Vaina [103℄ disusses the problem of segmentingthe 3D movement of the human body, and suggests the use of rest states, i.e.loal minima, of the 3D motion of the limbs as natural transitions between prim-itive movements. Similar, Rubin and Rihards de�ne in their work [145℄ twoelementary kinds of motion boundaries: starts and stops and dynami bound-aries. Starts and stops are boundaries that our whenever a motion hangesfrom a moving state into a rest state and vie versa, they are thus analog to therest states de�ned by [103℄. Furthermore, dynami boundaries appear betweenstarts and stops and result from disontinuities, e.g. steps or impulses, in foreapplied to the objet in ation.Following this theoretial line of researh, omputational approahes for mo-tion boundary detetion have been proposed [146, 116, 189, 183, 136, 77, 180℄.[146℄ perform an SVD deomposition of a long sequene of optial �ow imagesand detet disontinuities in the trajetories of seleted SVD omponents tosegment video into motion patterns. Similar, [116℄ luster ation sequenes bydeteting minima and maxima of optial �ow inside body silhouettes. Insteadof fatorizing �ow into di�erent omponents, their method only uses the averageglobal �ow magnitude. In [180℄ impulses in motion, so alled ballisti dynamis,are modeled using a Bayesian network over various image based features, andused to detet motion boundaries.In theory, boundary detetion methods are attrative beause they provide ageneri segmentation of the video, whih is not dependent on the ation lasses.In pratie, the segmentation must be used with some preautions beause (a)they are subjet to errors in the reovery of the motion �eld; (b) they are notstable aross view-points; and () they are easily onfused by the presene ofmultiple, simultaneous movements.Extrema in motion magnitude were used in [189℄ to segment 3D movementsof a single ator from visual hulls. That method is independent of viewpoint,and does not require optial �ow omputations. As a result, it is shown to beRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 24fairly onsistent over both training and testing examples, as demonstrated withan unsupervised learning task. Boundary detetion methods are most usefulin ases where body part trajetories are available. Wang et al. [183℄ use2D trajetories of hand gestures and searh for loal minima of veloities andloal maxima of hange in diretion. Similar [136℄ examine trajetories of handmotions, see Figure 8(b). [77℄ use a hierarhial body model and detet loalminima in fore, momentum, and kineti energy of the joints. They omparetheir segmentation results on professional horeographed danes.4.2 Sliding WindowsAnother strategy for reognizing ations divides the video sequene into multi-ple, overlapping segments, using a sliding window. Classi�ation is performedsequentially on all the andidate segments, and peaks in the resulting lassi�a-tion sores are interpreted as ation loations. In ontrast to boundary detetionmethods, the segmentation here depends very strongly on the reognition stage.As a result, it should be lear that those methods are not appliable in the train-ing stage. A onsistent segmentation of the training examples must be providedmanually or through another method, and is a ruial elements for the suessor failures of those methods.A sliding window approah an be used with any of the previously disussedfeature representations and lassi�ers. Many template-based representations(Setion 3.2) [201, 205, 41, 79, 80℄ use a sliding window. Some approahes usethem in ombination with dynami time warping (DTW) [30, 109, 5℄ and evengrammars [12, 192℄.Compared to boundary detetion methods, sliding window methods are usu-ally muh more omputationally intensive, as they involve many evaluation ofall lassi�ers. To ahieve robustness against the duration of ations, they oftenrequire multiple window sizes as well, whih results in an additional omputa-tional burden. Sliding window methods may also produe unpreditable resultsin the presene of unknown ation ategories. However, sliding window methodsmake less assumptions, i.e. they do not assume speial boundary riteria, andan be easily integrated on top of any ation lassi�er without requiring furtheromputation of speial segmentation features. Indeed, they an be viewed as su-pervised ation segmentation methods, whih makes them espeially attrativeduring the learning of novel ation lasses.4.3 Higher-Level GrammarsIn a previous setion (Setion 3.1), we reviewed representations of individualation lasses with grammars, whih give a model of the transitions betweenstates (moments) in the ation. Similarly, the transitions between ations anbe modeled with higher-level grammars. This provides a generi method forsegmenting sequenes of ations. This is a natural strategy when individualations are already modeled with grammars. Higher-level grammars are builtby pieing together the individual models into a single large network, whihexpliitly models the transition between those single ations. Suh networksan be build for instane by joining all models in a ommon start and end nodeand by adding a loop-bak transition between these two nodes. It is also possibleto allow for more omplex transitions between ations, e.g. ations may shareRR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 25states and transitions between ations may be adjusted individually to re�etmore realisti the probabilities of one ations following another. Suh omplexstruture are similar to HMM networks used in ontinuous speeh reognition.Segmentation and labeling of a omplex ation sequene is then omputed as aminimum-ost path trough the network using dynami programming tehniques,e.g. the Viterbi path for HMMs [132℄. The works [18, 54, 123, 99℄ use suhnetworks for ation reognition based on HMMs. Similar [161, 108℄ use CRFs,and [158℄ Semi-Markov models. The work of [137℄ uses autoregressive modelsto represent ations, and a ondensation �lter to swith between these models.Those approahes make neither the assumptions of the boundary detetionmethods, nor do they require heavy evaluations suh as sliding window ap-proahes. The segmentation is elegantly and e�iently solved using dynamiprogramming tehniques. However, it should be emphasized that learning ahigher-level grammar with many ations requires a muh larger amount of train-ing data, espeially when transitions between ations are learned from real data.In speeh reognition suh data is available in form of text-douments, word-transriptions, and phonetially labeled sequenes. Similar data does, however,urrently not exist for ation reognition, and therefore transitions betweenations are often set manually, or with strong assumptions, suh as uniformtransition probabilities.4.4 Ation primitivesA �nal lass of methods for segmenting ations uses an analogy with speehreognition. All spoken languages are known to be omposed of a small numberof phonemes. Phonemes are the smallest independent units of a language andall utteranes in that language an be represented (and reognized) as a om-position (sequene) of phonemes. Some authors have made the analogy that atleast some ations are body languages that an similarly be deomposed into adisrete voabulary of primitive ations. When appliable, this analogy an beused to over-segment the video into a sequene of primitive ations, and leaveall the burden of ation lassi�ation for the next stage of proessing.Independent proposals for motion primitives have been made. [20℄ introduesmovemes as the omplement to phonemes in speeh. Movemes are basi buildingbloks of ations words, that an be approximated with a linear system. Similar,[54℄ hose the name dyneme. In their work they build HMM networks based onan empirial hosen alphabets of 35 dynemes. Another work whih addressesbuilding motor primitives in joint spae is [57℄. In this work, primitives ofkineti origin are named kinetemes. In omputer graphis, [144℄ introdue theonept of verbs and adverbs whih are used as building bloks to interpolatenew motions from example motions. In the work of [6℄, the user an de�ne a setof motion primitives, whih is then used to synthesize new omposite motions.Besides manually de�ning ation taxonomies, several approahes attempt apurely data driven disovery of motion primitives. Brand and Kettnaker [18℄,see Figure 7(a), start from a fully onneted HMM to represent a ontinuousation sequene. An entropy based minimization is then used to disover inde-pendent strutures within the HMM by pruning most of the transitions. Theyevaluate their method on single blob trajetories of o�e ativity and outdoortra�. [183℄ segment hand gestures using boundary detetion. For eah seg-ment a separate HMM is learned and a distane de�ned between pairs of HMMRR n° 7212
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(a)

(b)Figure 7: Primitive disovery and garbage modeling using HMMs: (a) Im-ages from [18℄. Transition probabilities and initial state probabilities of a fullyonneted HMM, (Left) before and (Middle) after struture disovery using en-tropi estimation. (Right) resulting graphial model (b) HMM network withadditional garbage-model (threshold model). The garbage model is build as anergodi fully onneted HMM based on opies of all states in the original modelsfrom [91℄. Awaiting publisher permissionallows them to hierarhial luster these HMMs. The work [189℄ uses boundarydetetion as well. They use visual hull sequenes in 3D and motion energy min-ima to split those sequenes into small ation segments. The resulting segmentsare then agglomerated into a hierarhy of motion lusters. [201℄ use normalizeduts on orrelation matrixes of ation sequenes to luster these sequenes intodi�erent types of motions. [177℄ propose a SVD tehniques for 3rd order tensors,to fatorize R
people×ation×time joint-oordinate tensors into motion signatures.[70℄ use a spatio-temporal extension of the ISOMAP embedding method [168℄to disover motor-primitive from MOCAP data.RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 27The omposition approah has been extremely suessful in the ase of faialexpressions, where a small number of Faial Ation Units (FAUs) have beomeprominent sine the work of Ekman and Frisen [34℄. It took Ekman deadesto build a proper voabulary and prove that it is indeed generi and stableover di�erent ontexts and ultures. Segmentation and reognition of FAUsby omputers have been surveyed separately by Fasel and Luettin [38℄ andan serve as a useful referene for applying omposition methods in other areas.Unfortunately, the generalization to Body Ation Units remain an open problemresisting investigation.5 View-Independent Ation ReognitionAs mentioned earlier (Setion 2.1), fundamental onsiderations on the modelrepresentation, i.e. wether to use a 2D or 3D representation, have a long his-tory in ation reognition. Early psyhophysial experiments [74℄ where askingwhether humans use struture from motion reonstrution to reognize ations,or whether they reognize ations diretly from 2D motion patterns. Approahesdemonstrating general qualities of either diretion have been proposed.Following the initial suess of those approahes new hallenges, suh aslearning larger number of ation lasses and robustness under more realistisettings, gained importane. Within this sope a very important demand is in-dependene to viewpoint, whih wasn't address by most of the early approahes.It is our opinion, that suh onsiderations bring the issue on how to representposture, i.e. in 2D or 3D, into a interesting new perspetive. In the followingdisussion we will therefore in partiular fous on the di�erent view representa-tions used by ation reognition approahes, i.e. 2D, multi-view, or 3D.We take our taxonomy for view-independent ation reognition from work onview-independent shape mathing [78℄, whih names three strategies for view-independent mathing: normalization, invariane, and exhaustive searh. Nor-malization maps observations from di�erent views into a ommon anonialoordinate frame, mathing is then performed under this anonial setting. In-variane uses features that do not depend on view transformations, suh thatthe resulting math is the same for any view transformation. Exhaustive searhtakes all possible view transformations into aount, and searhes for the opti-mal math within these. All these strategies apply as well to ation reognition,with the additional di�ulty that the viewpoints themselves may hange overtime. In the following we disuss approahes based on these strategies, andas mentioned previously, separate as well between view representations in 2D,multi-view, or 3D.5.1 NormalizationIn view-normalization based approahes, eah observation is mapped to a om-mon anonial oordinate fame. Therefore normalization approahes generally�rst estimate ues that indiate the transformation from the anonial viewframe to the urrent view of the observation, and then orret the observationwith respet to the estimated transformation. Mathing then takes plae in thenormalized oordinate frame.RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 285.1.1 Normalization in 2DNormalization is used by many approahes as a preproessing step to removeglobal sale and translation variations. In partiular image models, e.g. silhou-ette base approahes (Setion 2.2), often extrat a retangular region of interest(ROI) around the silhouette, and sale and translate this region to a unit frame.This normalization removes global variations in body size, as well as some saleand translation variations resulting from perspetive hanges.Normalization with respet to out-of-plane transformations, e.g. a amerarotation, is not trivial given a single 2D observation. Nevertheless, [140℄ pro-pose a method, whih estimates the 3D orientation of a person from its walkingdiretion in 2D, using knowledge about the ground homography and ameraalibration. Assuming only horizontal rotation of the body in 3D, the 2D sil-houette of the person is perspetively orreted onto a fronto parallel view andmathed against a set of anonial silhouettes.5.1.2 Normalization in 3DAlthough it somehow limits the appliation of ation reognition approahes,walking diretion as orientation ue was as well used by several 3D based ap-proahes to ompute a referene frame for normalization. [15℄ use multiple viewsto ompute a 3D voxel reonstrution of a walking person. The walking dire-tion is then used to bak-projet the person silhouette on a view orthogonalto the walking diretion, and ation reognition is performed on the resultingsilhouettes. Also [28℄ align voxel grids of human bodies using their waking di-retion. After normalization, they perform ation reognition on veloities ofbody part estimates. [141℄ extend MHIs [11℄ to disparity maps. An estimatedglobal �ow diretion is used in this work to align the 2.5D MHIs. Also severaljoint model based approahes use an estimated walking diretion to estimatethe initial model, e.g. [203, 124℄.Given a 3D joint body model, an orientation independent joint representa-tion an be ompute based on the global body strutures. Often the torso isused as referene objet to normalize all joints with respet to its orientation. Itis further possible to represent eah body part with and individual oordinateframes. For example, [47℄ ompute individual referene frames for the torso,arms, and hips.In summary, normalization approahes are based on the estimation of thebody orientation. If strong ues, suh as walking diretion or a reonstrutedbody model are available, the orientation an be easily derived. However, allfollowing phases depend on the robustness of this step. Miss alignments, beauseof noisy estimations or intralass variations, are likely to a�et all followingphases of the approah.5.2 View InvarianeView-invariant approahes do not attempt to estimate view transformationsbetween model and observation. Instead view-invariant approahes searh forfeatures and mathing funtions that are independent (i.e. do not hange) withrespet to the lass of view transformations onsidered.RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 295.2.1 View Invariane in 2DA simple form of view-invariane is based on histogramming. Instead of repre-senting image features in a �xed grid, only the frequeny of feature ourrenesis stored. Suh an representation has been used for instane by [201℄ to repre-sent distributions of spae-time gradients. This representation, however, onlyprovides invariane to translations in the image plane.The availability of point orrespondenes, e.g. in form of anatomial land-marks, was frequently used for view-invariant mathing between pairs of obser-vations, see Figure 8 for some examples. For instane, an epipolar geometryan be estimated from a subset of point orrespondenes and then used to on-strain the set of all point orrespondenes, and respetively a mathing ostover hanging views an be omputed without requiring a full 3D reonstru-tion. I.e. given point mathes (xi, x
′

i
), i = 1, . . . , n ≥ 8 in pairs of images I, I ′,the fundamental matrix F , whih holds the relation xiFx′

i
= 0, an be esti-mated. This relation holds however only if all point pairs ome from the samerigid objet. Hene the resulting residual ∑

i
|xiFx′

i
|2 an be used as mathingost [167, 55, 156, 199, 200, 157℄. Similar, matrix fatorization and rank on-straints, as in struture from motion estimation [171℄, an be used to validatewhether point orrespondenes in two images ame from the same single rigidobjet [153, 136, 134, 135℄.Geometri invariants, i.e. measures that do not hange under a geometritransformation, an also been used for invariant mathing of landmark points.These invariants an be omputed from 5 points that lie in a plane. [118, 119,120℄ detet joint on�guration during walking yles that ful�ll this onditionof 5 landmarks lying in a ommon plane, and use them to ompute geometriinvariants.Note that most of the previously disussed approahes depend on detetionof point orrespondenes, whih is very di�ult in pratie. Further note, thatalthough these approahes are single view 2D, omputing the fundamental ma-trix and struture from motion fatorizations are already �rst steps towards a3D reonstrution.More reently, an invariant approah that optional uses point orrespon-denes or image features without orrespondenes is proposed in [76℄, whereations are learned from arbitrary number of views by extrating view-invariantfeatures based on frame-to-frame self-similarities within a sequene. The rep-resentation disards all information related to an absolute referene frame, itdoes not depend on position or appearane, and only is based on the relativehange between frames. It is shown in [76℄, that suh features remain surpris-ingly stable under hanging viewing onditions. The approah [37℄ is purelybased on image observations. It provides some kind of view-invariane by usinga transfer learning approah, whih maps an ation model from a soure-viewinto a novel target-views. To establish suh a transfer mapping, expliit samplesof orresponding observations from soure and target view must be availableduring learning, those need however not neessarily provide views of the sameation lass, for whih the transfer funtion is learned.
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(a)

(b)Figure 8: View invariant ation reognition: (a) geometrial invariants an beomputed from 5 point that lie in a plane [118℄; (b) View-invariant mathingof hand trajetories [135℄. Point mathes between di�erent observations areomputed from disontinuities in motion trajetories. Awaiting publisher per-mission
RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 315.2.2 View Invariane in 3DBased on 3D body part trajetories [21℄ investigates 10 di�erent view-invariantrepresentations in their work. These inlude shift invariant veloities (dx, dy, dz)in artesian oordinates, and shift and horizontal rotation invariant veloities
(dr, dθ, dz) in polar oordinate. In evaluation on 18 Tai Chi gestures, the polaroordinate representation has best overall reognition rates.There are few other view-invariant approahes in 3D, and espeially few ap-proahes that do not depend on a joint body model or point orrespondenes.An exeption is the work of [26℄, whih proposes a view invariant pose repre-sentation based on a voxel reonstrution. Cylindrial 3D histograms similar tothe 2D shape ontext desriptor [7℄, are used as invariant measure of the voxel'sdistribution in this work. The same desriptor was later used by [126℄ for a-tion reognition. Another invariant representation based on 3D shape-ontextand spherial harmonis was proposed in [64℄. [190℄ propose a view-invariantrepresentation in 3D, based on Fourier oe�ients in ylindrial oordinates,applies to a 3D extension of MHIs [13℄. The same representation was later usedin [175℄, but with a more sophistiated modeling approah based on Stiefel andGrassmann manifolds. Also the paper [23℄ proposes a view-invariant represen-tation based on MHIs in 3D. They use a invariant representation based on 3Dmoments [97℄.5.3 Exhaustive SearhInstead of deiding on a single transformation, as it is typial for normalizationmethods, or disarding all transformation dependent information, as with in-variant methods, one an searh over all possible transformations onsidered. At�rst sight, an exhaustive searh may seem heavy on omputational resoures.Yet, reasonable assumptions, suh as restritions to ertain lasses of trans-formations, advaned searh strategies, and propagation of �ndings over time,an drastially redue the searh spae. Moreover, with the steadily inreasingperformane of modern omputer systems, the omputational expense of suhmethods is about to beome fairly manageable.5.3.1 Exhaustive Searh using Multiple 2D ViewsSeveral approahes use a �xed set of ameras installed around the ator, andsimultaneously reord the ations from this multiple views. During reogni-tion, an observation is then mathed against eah reorded view and the bestmathing pair is identi�ed. In their work on MHIs, [13℄ reord ations with 7ameras, eah with an o�set of 30◦ in the horizontal plane around the ators.During reognition two ameras with 90◦ o�set are used, and mathed againstall pairs of reorded views with the same 90◦ o�set. An ation is then labeledwith respet to the best average math of two ameras. Similar [116, 117℄ use8 prereorded views, and a single view during reognition. Their work uses asingle HMM to mode temporal relations between prototype silhouettes and viewhanges over time. Consequently, they an reognize smooth view hanges, e.g.a person slowly turning around while performing an ation. The work [3℄ use aswell 8 prereorded views and HMMs. The individual view HMMs are howeverlearned without transitions between lose views.RR n° 7212
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(a)

(b)Figure 9: Generative MOCAP: (a) Traking a person walking in yle [159℄.(b) Fator-state hierarhial HMM body model and traking results using thegenerative approah in [124℄. Awaiting publisher permission5.3.2 Exhaustive Searh using a 3D ModelTo ahieve more �exibility with respet to hanges in amera setup, an internalmodel based on a 3D representation an be used. From suh a 3D represen-tation, and given amera parameters, any possible 2D view observation an berendered. Suh generative approahes are frequently used in MOCAP, where pa-rameterized 3D models of the human body are projeted into 2D. These modelshave expliit variables for global 3D position and orientation, that are estimatedsimultaneously with the remaining joint parameters, e.g. [31, 159, 124℄, see alsoFigure 9.RR n° 7212
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Figure 10: Generative model based on set of exemplary 3D key-poses. Used forview-independent ation reognition in [187℄. Awaiting publisher permissionSimilar methods haven been proposed for ation reognition, and extendedsuh that they do not require a joint model. The approah [100℄ uses a smallset of syntheti 3D key-poses, rendered from a modeling software. Ations arethen mathed against the poses, whih are projeted into 2D with respet to allpossible view transformations. Dynamis over poses and hanges in view trans-formations are modeled in a dynami network, and the best pose-view sequeneis found via a dynami programming searh. The approah [187℄, see Figure 10,shares as well the idea of projeting a set of learned 3D key-poses into 2D to inferations from arbitrary view. This work uses a HMMs with additional apabili-ties to model unknown view transformations, a transformed HMM [46, 75, 172℄.Suh a HMM allows to ompute view transformation independent observationprobabilities by marginalizing over all possible transformations. Computingmarginals is indeed a form of exhaustive searh, exept that no deterministideision are made. Instead a probability taking all possible searh results intoaount is omputed. Another approah based on the idea of projeting a 3Dmodel into 2D to ahieve view-independene is proposed in [110℄. This approahextends previously disussed works by using a onditional random �elds (CRF)instead of the HMM, and by extending feature observations to inlude not onlysilhouettes, but as well optial �ow.Instead of projeting a 3D model into 2D, the opposite diretion is taken in[197℄, where features are deteted �rst in 2D, and then bak-projeted onto 4Dation shapes. This approah requires as well an optimization over the possibleview orientations to �nd the best 2D-3D mathing.Another diretion is takin in [164℄. Instead of using pose exemplars andexpliitly produing the 3D to 2D projetion, they diretly learn a funtion,whih takes as input the viewpoint and outputs the orresponding silhouetterepresentation. They use therefore a silhouette representation based on theRadon-transform and ubi B-splines to represent those silhouettes as a funtionof viewpoint. Given a query ation, they searh for the viewpoint that minimizesthe residual between the learned funtion and the silhouette representation ofthe query ation.6 DatasetsFinally, we want to disuss some of the datasets, whih are urrently used bymany of the ation reognition approahes as a benhmark. Unfortunately a-quiring realisti ation footage, inluding ground truth data, is a very di�ultRR n° 7212
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Figure 11: Example images from the KTH datasetand time onsuming task, and urrently there is ertainly lak of suh data ination reognition.The three popular datasets, whih are urrently used by most of the ap-proahes are: KTH [151℄, Weizmann [10℄, and IXMAS [190℄. They all ontainaround 6-11 ation performed by various ators. They are all not very real-isti and share strong simplifying assumptions, suh as stati bakground, noolusions, given temporal segmentation, and only a single ator.The reognition rates of the papers disussed in this survey on those datasetsare given in Table 2. It is however important to note that not all approahes fol-low the exatly same evaluation methodologies, so approahes an't be omparedpurely based on those results. Moreover, in light of the simplifying assumptionsmade in the datasets, it is not evident how those results might extrapolated tomore omplex senarios. The three datasets are detailed in the following.6.1 The KTH DatasetThe KTH dataset [151℄, Figure 11, ontains the six ations walking, jogging,running, boxing, hand waving and hand lapping, performed several times by25 subjets in four di�erent senarios. Overall it ontains 2391 sequenes. Ithas fewer ation lasses than the two other datasets, but the most samples perlass. It is hene well suited for learning intensive approahes, e.g. approahesbased on SVMs.In di�erene to the two other datasets it does not provide bakground mod-els and extrated silhouettes, and moreover some of the senes are reorded witha slightly shaking amera. Most approahes that evaluate on the KTH datasetare hene based on sparse features (Setion 2.3) whih are best suited to suhsenarios. Reently, however some approahes whih require bakground sub-tration, e.g. [71, 149℄, reported as well results on the dataset, and the authors[71℄ published some low-level foreground masks for the dataset on their webpage.Not surprisingly, that those works are among the best performing approaheson the dataset. The original paper [151℄ reported a reognition rate of 71.7% onthe dataset. More reently several approahes reported reognition rates above90% up to 97%.6.2 The Weizmann datasetThe Weizmann dataset [10℄, Figure 12, ontains the nine ations running, walk-ing, bending, jumping-jak, jumping-forward-on-two-legs, jumping-in-plae-on-two-legs, galloping-sideways, waving-two-hands, waving-one-hand, performed bynine di�erent ators. The dataset's website also provides a tenth ation skip,RR n° 7212
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Figure 12: Example images from the Weizmann datasetwhih is however not used by all approahes. Overall it ontains 93 sequenes,all performed in front of similar plain bakgrounds, and with a stati amera.It is the smallest of the three datasets onsidered.The original approah [10℄ reported already a very high reognition rateof 99.6%, and similar results have been arhived by many of the subsequentapproahes. It appears hene to be the easiest of the three datasets, and resultdo not provide muh insight into the quality of an approah. Nevertheless it isstill used in reent works.Generally approahes whih use the bakground subtrated silhouettes ahievebest rates (up to 100%). Reently also several approahes that only depend onperson loation, but not on extrated silhouettes ould report very high reog-nition rates, e.g. [149, 186℄. The lowest rates are arhived with sparse featurebased approahes, apparently beause they neither use person loation nor bak-ground subtration.6.3 The IXMAS datasetThe INRIA XMAS dataset [190℄, Figure 13, ontains the 11 daily-life ations:hek wath, ross arms, srath head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk,wave, punh, kik, pik-up, performed eah 3 times by 11 non-professional a-tors. Note that there are two more ators and ations on the dataset's website,but those have not been used by most of the approahes. The ations were �lmedwith 5 arefully alibrated and synhronized ameras. Overall it ontains hene429 multi-view sequenes, or, if the views are onsidered individually, 2145 se-quenes. It also provides bakground subtrated silhouettes and reonstrutedvisual hulls.The senes are reorded in front of simple stati studio-like bakgrounds. Itsmain di�ulty omes from the hanging viewpoint, that is aused by the di�er-ent amera on�gurations and the fat that ators freely hose their orientationwhile performing the ations. Respetively, the dataset is in partiular used byview-independent approahes (Setion 5).The best known reognition rates were reently reported by [175℄ (98.78%)using 3D MHVs [190℄ and a modeling approah based on Stiefel and GrassmannManifolds. Approahes whih use only a single amera for reognition reportedresults up to 82%.
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Figure 13: Example images from the �ve view used in the IXMAS dataset6.4 Other datasetsThere are several other not so frequently used datasets available. The CMUMoBo database [56℄ and the HUMAN-EVA database [160℄ were primarily de-signed for motion apture and hene only ontain very simple ation. Nev-ertheless they have been used by some approahes in ation reognition. TheMuHAVI dataset from Kingston University in London ontains 17 ation lassesperformed by 14 non-professional ators. They were �lmed by 8 surveillaneameras. The ameras are not synhronized or alibrated. From the same re-searh group, the ViHaSi [59℄ dataset ontains syntheti sequenes of silhouettesgenerated from MOCAP data in Autodesk MotionBuilder. The HOHA datasets[88℄ are a large olletion of short segments of real Hollywood movies, annotatedwith 12 ation lasses: answer-phone, drive-ar, eat, �ght-person, get-out-ar,hand-shake, hug-person, kiss, run, sit-down, sit-up, stand-up. The ations areperformed by professional ators, under a wide range of amera viewpoints andin very di�erent styles. This is a very hallenging dataset, inluding inter-ationswith people (�ght-person, hand-shake, hug-person, kiss) and objets (answer-phone, drive-ar, getout-ar), whih are outside the sope of this survey.
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Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 37Table 2: We list the papers disussed in this survey with respet tothe spatial representation used (spatial): body model (bm), imagemodel (im), or sparse features (sf); with respet to the temporalmodel (temp) is used: grammar (gr), templates (tmp), key-frames(key), or bag of words (bow); with respet to the temporal seg-mentation (temp) that is used: boundary detetion (bd), slidingwindow (sw), grammar (gr), or ation primitives (ap); with re-spet to the invariant representation that is used: normalization(norm), invariane (inv), or exhaustive searh (exh); and �nally wealso show the best average reognition rate that a paper reportedfor the three benhmark datasets: KTH, Weizmann (Weiz), andIXMAS (IXS). A ∗ means thereby that an approah was evaluatedon a ertain dataset, but did not report results in terms of averagereognition rate.year paper spatial temp segm view KTH Weiz IXS1978 Marr [102℄ bm - - - - - -1982 Marr [103℄ bm - bd - - - -1985 Rubin [145℄ - - bd - - - -1989 Goddard [52℄ bm gr bd - - - -1992 Polana [128℄ im tmp - - - - -1992 Yamato [196℄ im gr - - - - -1993 Darrell [30℄ im tmp - - - - -1994 Guo [58℄ bm tmp - - - - -1994 Niyogi [114℄ bm tmp - - - - -1994 Polana [130℄ im tmp pd - - - -1995 Campbell [22℄ bm gr sw - - - -1995 Gavrila [47℄ bm tmp - norm - - -1996 Bobik [11℄ im tmp sw - - - -1996 Campbell [21℄ bm gr - inv - - -1997 Bobik [14℄ bm gr sw - - - -1997 Brand [19℄ bm gr - - - - -1997 Bregler [20℄ bm gr sw - - - -1997 Seitz [153℄ bm tmp - inv - - -1998 Bobik [12℄ bm gr sw - - - -1998 Yaoob [195℄ bm tmp - - - - -1999 Brand [17℄ im gr gr exh - - -1999 Rittsher [137℄ im gr gr - - - -2000 Brand [18℄ bm gr gr - - - -2000 Rui [146℄ - - bd - - - -2001 Bissao [9℄ bm gr - - - - -2001 Bobik [13℄ im tmp sw exh - - -2001 Carlsson [24℄ im key sw - - - -2001 Syeda-Mahmood [167℄ im tmp - inv - - -2001 Wang [183℄ bm gr bd - - - -2001 Zelnik-Manor [201℄ im tmp sw - - - -2002 Ben-Arie [8℄ bm tmp - - - - -2002 Jenkins [70℄ bm - ap - - - -2002 Kojima [84℄ bm gr - - - - -2002 Rao [136℄ bm tmp bd inv - - -2002 Vasilesu [177℄ bm - ap - - - -2002 Zhao [203℄ bm gr - norm - - -2003 Bodor [15℄ im tmp - norm - - -2003 Cohen [26℄ im - - inv - - -2003 Efros [33℄ im key sw - - - -2003 Elgammal [35℄ im gr - - - - -2003 Kahol [77℄ bm - bd - - - -2003 Laptev [86℄ sf tmp - - - - -2003 Masoud [104℄ im tmp - - - - -2003 Parameswaran [118℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2003 Park [121℄ bm gr - - - - -RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 382003 Ramanan [133℄ bm gr - exh - - -2003 Rao [135℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2003 Rao [134℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2003 Cuzzolin [28℄ im gr - norm - - -2004 Green [54℄ bm gr ap - - - -2004 Gritai [55℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2004 Ogale [116℄ im gr - exh - - -2004 Shuldt [151℄ sf bow - - 71.7 - -2004 Zhong [205℄ im tmp sw - - - -2005 Alon [5℄ bm tmp sw - - - -2005 Blank [10℄ im tmp sw - - 99.6 -2005 Boiman [16℄ sf key sw - - - -2005 Dollar [32℄ sf bow - - 81.2 - -2005 Feng [41℄ im tmp sw - - - -2005 Ke [79℄ im tmp sw - 63.0 - -2005 Nguyen [111℄ bm gr gr - - - -2005 Ogale [117℄ im gr - exh - - -2005 Peursum [125℄ bm gr sw - - - -2005 Robertson [138℄ im gr sw - - - -2005 Shehtman [155℄ im tmp sw - - - -2005 Sheikh [156℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2005 Sminhisesu [161℄ im gr gr - - - -2005 Smith [163℄ im tmp - - - - -2005 Weinland [188℄ im tmp - inv - - -2005 Yilmaz [199℄ im tmp - inv - - -2005 Yilmaz [200℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2006 Ahmad [3℄ im gr - exh - - -2006 Canton-Ferrer [23℄ im tmp bd inv - - -2006 Kitani [82℄ bm gr - - - - -2006 Lv [99℄ bm gr/tmp gr - - - -2006 Niebles [112℄ sf bow - - 81.5 - -2006 Pierobon [126℄ im tmp - inv - - -2006 Rogez [140℄ im - - norm - - -2006 Roh [141℄ im tmp - norm - - -2006 Veeraraghavan [178℄ im tmp - - - - -2006 Wang [184℄ bm gr sw - - - -2006 Weinland [190℄ im tmp bd inv - - 93.32006 Weinland [189℄ im tmp bd inv - - 93.32007 Ali [4℄ bm gr - - - 92.6 -2007 Guerra-Filho [57℄ bm gr pa exh - - -2007 Ikizler [68℄ sf bow - - - 100 -2007 Ikizler [67℄ bm gr gr exh - - -2007 Jhuang [71℄ im key - - 96.0 98.8 -2007 Ke [80℄ sf tmp sw - - - -2007 Kim [81℄ im tmp - - 95.3 - -2007 Laptev [89℄ im tmp sw - - - -2007 Li [92℄ sf - - - - - -2007 Lv [100℄ im gr - exh - - 80.62007 Meng [105℄ im tmp - - 80.3 - -2007 Moreny [108℄ bm gr gr - - - -2007 Niebles [113℄ sf bow - - - 72.8 -2007 Nowozin [115℄ sf bow - - 84.7 - -2007 Peursum [124℄ bm gr - norm - - -2007 Sovanner [152℄ sf bow - - - 82.6 -2007 Thurau [169℄ im bow - - - 86.7 -2007 Turaga [176℄ im gr bd - - - -2007 Wang [181℄ im tmp - - - 100 -2007 Wang [185℄ im bow - - 92.4 - -2007 Weinland [187℄ im gr - exh - - 81.32007 Wong [193℄ sf bow - - 81.0 - -2008 Farhadi [37℄ im tmp - inv - - 58.12008 Fathi [39℄ im tmp - - 90.5 100 -RR n° 7212



Survey of Ation Representation, Segmentation and Reognition 392008 Filipovyh [42℄ sf bow - - - 88.9 -2008 Gilbert [51℄ sf bow - - 89.9 - -2008 Holte [64℄ im tmp - inv - - -2008 Jia [72℄ im tmp - - - 90.9 -2008 Jiang [73℄ im tmp - - - ∗ -2008 Junejo [76℄ im/bm tmp - inv - 95.3 72.72008 Klaser [83℄ sf bow - - 91.4 84.3 -2008 Laptev [87℄ sf bow - - 91.8 - -2008 Liu [96℄ sf bow - - 94.2 - 82.82008 Liu [95℄ im/sf bow - - - 89.3 78.52008 Natarajan [110℄ im gr - exh - - -2008 Rodriguez [139℄ im tmp - - - ∗ -2008 Shindler [149℄ im key - - 96.7 100 -2008 Shen [157℄ bm tmp - inv - - -2008 Shi [158℄ sf gr gr - - - -2008 Souvenir [164℄ im tmp - exh - - ∗2008 Turaga [175℄ im gr - - - - 98.82008 Thurau [170℄ im bow - - ∗ 94.4 -2008 Tran [173℄ im key - - - 100 812008 Vitaladevuni [180℄ im gr bd - - - 87.02008 Weinland [186℄ im bow - - - 100 -2008 Yan [197℄ im tmp - exh - - 78.02008 Zhang [202℄ im bow - - 81.3 92.9 -7 ConlusionIn this paper we have given a survey of work in ation reognition. We havelassi�ed approahes with respet to how they represent the spatial and tempo-ral struture of ations, how they segment ations from an input stream, andhow they provide a view-invariant representation of ations. We ould identifya large body of di�erent proposals and interesting ontributions � overall weould ompile approx. 200 papers for this survey. There are still some impor-tant issues, whih we did not �nd addressed in most of those works, suh as forinstane: salability of ation reognition systems, handling of unknown mo-tions, dealing with olusions, and senes ontaining multiple persons. Thoseare very important issues, not only in ation reognition but for most uttingedge researh topis within omputer vision, e.g. fae or objet reognition, andit will remain very hallenging for the ommunity to ome up with solutions foreah of them.A problem that we ould in partiular identify for ation reognition is thelak of available realisti datasets. Obviously, aquiring realisti annotated videofootage is a very time onsuming and omplex tasks � for ation reognitionprobably even more than for related disiplines, e.g. objet or fae reognition.As a onsequene, and as also disussed in the previous setion, the urrentbenhmark datasets in ation reognition are limited to up to 11 di�erent a-tions, whih are performed by speially instruted ators and reorded in se-narios with very strong simplifying assumptions, suh as plain bakground, �xedamera setups, and given temporal segmentation. It is thus not any longer sur-prising when reent works report results lose to perfet on those reordings,but very little an be gained from over-simpli�ed situations, e.g. where a-tions are limited to walking and running motions. Working on true surveillanefootage, sport reordings, movies, and video data from the internet, will help usto disover the real requirements for ation reognition, and it will help us toshift fous to the other important issues involved in ation reognition, suh asRR n° 7212
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